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1 Introduction
Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) is an attempt to make a background independent, non-perturbative quantization of
4-dimensional General Relativity (GR) – for reviews, see [1–3]. It is inspired by the classical formulation of GR as a
dynamical theory of connections. Starting from this formulation, the kinematics of LQG is well-studied and results in
a successful kinematical framework (see the corresponding chapters in the books [1]). The framework of the dynamics
in LQG is still largely open. There are two main approaches to the dynamics of LQG, they are (1) the Operator
formalism of LQG, which follows the spirit of Dirac quantization or reduced phase space quantization of constrained
dynamical system, and performs a canonical quantization of GR [4]; (2) the Path integral formulation of LQG, which
is currently understood in terms of the spin-foam formulation [3, 5–8]. The relation between these two approaches is
well-understood in the case of 3-dimensional gravity [9], while for 4-dimensional gravity, the situation is much more
complicated and there are some recent attempts [10] for relating these two approaches.
A serious shortcoming of LQG and the spin-foam models has long been the difficulty of coupling matter quantum
field theory (see the first two references in [3]), especially the coupling with fermions. It is still not clear so far about
what is the behavior of the matter quantum fields on the quantum background described by LQG, and what are
the quantum gravity corrections for matter quantum field theory. There was early pioneer works on coupling matter
quantum field theory in canonical LQG [11] and in the context of spin-foam models in 3-dimensions and 4-dimensions
e.g. [12–14]. And there was recent progress in [15], where we define a very simple form of fermion and Yang-Mills
couplings in the framework of a 4-dimensional spin-foam formulation. Because of the simplicity of the fermion-coupling,
it is possible for us to further analyze the detailed properties of the quantum fermion fields coupling to spin-foam
quantum gravity.
In the present article, we mainly discuss the fermion coupling in the framework of 4-dimensional Lorentzian EPRL
model [6]1. The EPRL model in LQG is mostly inspired by the 4-dimensional Plebanski formulation of GR (Plebanski-
Holst formulation by including the Barbero-Immirzi parameter β), which is a BF theory constrained by the condition
1The fermion coupling analyzed in this article can also be translated into Euclidean signature and implemented in the Euclidean
EPRL-FK model and the model defined in [8].
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that the B field should be “simple” i.e. there is a tetrad field eI such that B = ?(e ∧ e). In the EPRL model, the
implementation of simplicity constraint is understood in the sense of [16]. More importantly, the semiclassical limit
of EPRL spin-foam model is shown to be well-behaved in the sense of [18, 21].
Our analysis of fermion-coupling in this work follows the definition in [15]. In Section 2, we review the regularization
procedure of the fermion action on a 2-complex K and discuss its formal continuum limit. We also show that there
is a way to express the Dirac fermion action (more precisely, the Dirac operator) in terms of spin-foam variables, so
that the Dirac action is coupled into the spin-foam amplitudes. In this way we describe the dynamics of the fermion
quantum field theory on a quantum background geometry, which is described by spin-foam model. Moreover we define
and discuss the fermion correlation function on spin-foams. In [12] it was mentioned that the (non-gauge-invariant)
fermion correlation function vanishes on 3-dimensional spin-foam quantum gravity (the same thing also happens in
lattice gauge theory, see the first reference of [12] and the references therein), so one should make a certain gauge-fixing
in order to define the correlation function properly. In 4-dimensions we would find the similar vanishing result for
(non-gauge-invariant) fermion correlation function, if there was local SL(2,C) gauge invariance. However in Lorentzian
spin-foam model for pure gravity, a gauge-fixing has been implemented in order to make the vertex amplitude finite
[22], such a gauge-fixing breaks the local SL(2,C) gauge invariance, and makes the fermion correlation functions well-
defined. After that we discuss the PCT symmetry of the spin-foam fermions. The invariance under the inversions
of charge, parity, and time simultaneously is believed to be a fundamental symmetry of nature. Here we define a
transformation Θ for the gravity-fermion spin-foam partition function and its fermion correlation function, which can
be viewed as a spin-foam analog of the PCT transformation in standard quantum field theory. Then a spin-foam PCT
theorem is proved for the spin-foam fermion correlation functions, which states that the complex-conjugated fermion
correlation function on a spin-foam background equals the correlation function of charge-conjugated fermions on a
time-and-space reversed spin-foam background. This result is considered as a spin-foam analog of the celebrated PCT
theorems proved for the quantum field theory on Minkowski spacetime [23] and on curved spacetime [24].
In Section 3, we continue the computation for the gravity-fermion spin-foam model. If the integrations of the
fermionic variables are carried out, it results in a determinant of the Dirac operator on the spin-foam model. This
Dirac determinant contains the information about the interaction between the fermion field and gravitational field.
So in Section 3 we provide two representations for computing the spin-foam Dirac determinant in terms of diagrams.
In Section 4, we compute the n-point correlation functions of spin-foam fermions. It turns out that the resulting
spin-foam fermion correlation functions can be understood as coupling free-fermion Feynman-diagrams into the spin-
foam amplitude, while each amplitude from a Feynman diagram depends on the spin-foam background geometry,
which is summed over in the spin-foam amplitude. Because here we only consider the interaction between fermions
and gravity, the Feynman diagrams coupled with the spin-foams are free fermion Feynman diagrams, which are
completely factorized into Feynman propagators (matrix elements of inverse Dirac operator). And it turns out that
the Feynman propagators can be expressed as a discretized path integration of a certain world-line action, where
the world-lines are along the edges of the 2-complex underlying the spin-foam amplitudes. Our results confirm to
some extend the early idea in [13] which proposes the inclusion of matter quantum fields by coupling their Feynman
diagrams into spin-foam model.
2 Gravity-Fermion Spin-foam Model and PCT Symmetry
2.1 Definition of Spin-foam Fermion
Given a 2-complex K dual to a simplicial complex ∆, we consider the discretization on the complex K the classical
Dirac action:
SF :=
∫
M
d4x e
i
2
[
ψγµDµψ −Dµψγµψ
]−m0ψψ (2.1)
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where γµ(x) = γIeµI (x) is the spinorial tetrad, e(x) = det(e
I
µ), and Dµ is the covariant derivative for Dirac spinor, i.e.
Dµψ = ∂µψ +
1
2
AIJµ SIJψ (2.2)
here SIJ := 14 [γ
I , γJ ] is the Lie algebra generator of Lorentz group.
We first consider the first term in the action, it can be written as
S1 :=
i
2
∫
M
ψγIDψ ∧ eJ ∧ eK ∧ eLεIJKL (2.3)
which motivate us to make the following anzatz for the naive discretization of S1. We assign a fermion ψv to each
vertex v ∈ V (K) of the complex K, and make the following formally discretized S1 [15, 25]
S1 ' 2i
∑
e∈E(K)
Ve ψb(e) γ
I nI(e)
[
Geψf(e) − ψb(e)
]
(2.4)
where b(e) and f(e) are respectively the begin and final point of e, nI(e) =
e˙µ(v)eIµ(v)
|e˙µ(v)eIµ(v)| (v = b(e)) is a unit vector at
the begin point of e, Ve is a 3-volume associated to the edge e, which can be viewed as the volume of the tetrahedron
(polyhedron) τe dual to e
2, and
Ge := Pe 12
∫
e
AIJSIJ (2.5)
is a SL(2,C) group element represented on the Dirac spinors.
When we check the formal continuum limit of Eq.(2.4), we consider a region Ω, such that is much larger than the
scale of an elementary cell (e.g. a 4-simplex if K is dual to a simplicial complex), but smaller than the scale over which
the fermion field and gravitational field (and their derivatives) change significantly. In this region Ω, along each edge,
(e˙µi = (∂/∂si)
µ)
Geiψf(ei) '
[
1 + ∆si e˙
µ
i
1
2
AIJµ SIJ
][
ψb(ei) + ∆si e˙
µ
i (∂µψ)b(ei)
]
' ψb(ei) + ∆si e˙µi (Dµψ)b(ei) (2.6)
Then at the region Ω, the formal continuum limit of Eq.(2.4) given by
2i
∑
e⊂Ω
Ve ψb(e) nI(e)γ
I ∆se e˙
µ (Dµψ)b(e) = 2i
∑
e⊂Ω
Ve ψb(e) nI(e)γ
I ∆se e˙
µ eJµe
α
J (Dαψ)b(e)
=
i
2
Vol(Ω)ψγαDαψ (2.7)
where we have used the averaging formula:∑
e⊂Ω
VenI(e) ∆se e˙
µeJµ =
1
4
Vol(Ω)δJI (2.8)
To illurstrate this averaging formula: firstly because there is a very large number of edges (with all the possible
directions) in the region Ω3, the left hand side of this formula is invariant under 4-dimensional rotation, thus is
proportional to δJI . Secondly, if we take the trace of the left hand side, it gives the volume of the region Ω. Here
we emphasize that the above argument of continuum limit is a formal (or naive) one, which help us choose a certain
discretization of the fermion action. The true continuum limit of an interacting discrete quantum theory is a delicate
issue. In the context of lattice QCD, the correct continuum limit has only been proved in the perturbation theory
[32]. The continuum limit of spinfoam formulation is currently an active research direction in LQG. The analysis of
the continuum limit of spinfoam fermion coupling in quantum level is beyond the scope of the present paper.
2Here we use τ to denote both a tetrahedron and the center of a tetrahedron. We can make this notation because of their one-to-one
correspondence.
3One may also need to specify a distribution of links and their time-like/space-like nature in the case of Lorentzian signature, with some
similar arguments as [26].
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Now we consider the discretized S1 in Eq.2.4. The local SL(2,C) gauge transformations Uv act as follows
Ge 7→ Ub(e)GeU−1f(e) ψv 7→ Uvψv ψv 7→ ψvU−1v nI 7→
1
4
tr
(
γIUvγ
JU−1v
)
nJ (2.9)
The discretized S1 is invariant under these gauge transformations. This can be seen by using the relation
Uvγ
JU−1v = γ
I 1
4
tr
(
γIUvγ
JU−1v
)
(2.10)
Similarly, the complex conjugate term S2 in Eq.(2.1) can be discretized similarly
S2 ' − i
2
∑
e∈E(K)
Ve
[
Geψf(e) − ψb(e)
]
γI nI(e) ψb(e) (2.11)
while the mass term S3 is given by
S3 ' −m0
∑
v∈V (K)
4Vvψvψv (2.12)
where 4Vv is the 4-volume associate with the 4-simplex dual to v. The expression of 3-volume and 4-volume in terms
of spinfoam variables are discussed in a short moment in the paragraph close to Eq.(2.24).
As a result, the formally discretized action reads
SF [ψv, ge] ' 2i
∑
e∈E(K)
Ve
[
ψb(e) γ
I nI(e) Geψf(e) − ψf(e)G−1e γI nI(e) ψb(e)
]
−m0
∑
v∈V (K)
4Vvψvψv
≡
∑
e∈E(K)
Se[ψb(e), ψf(e), ge] +
∑
v∈V (K)
Sv[ψv] (2.13)
where Ge is the representation of ge ∈ SL(2,C) on Dirac spinors.
So far the unit vector nI(e) are located at the begin point v of each edge e, and we assume nI(e) to be time-
like and future-directed, which means that it can be transformed into (1, 0, 0, 0) by a proper orthochronous Lorentz
transformation. We make a parallel transportation of nI(e) from the begin point of e to a middle point τ , such that
nI(e) is transformed into nI(τ) = δI0 = (1, 0, 0, 0), i.e. we consider a Lorentz transformation
nI(e)
1
4
tr
(
γIGvτγ
JG−1vτ
)
= δJ0 ⇒ nI(e)
1
4
tr
(
γIGvτγJG
−1
vτ
)
= nI(e)
1
4
tr
(
γJG
−1
vτ γ
IGvτ
)
= δ0J (2.14)
while
ΛIJ =
1
4
tr
(
γJG
−1
vτ γ
IGvτ
) ⇒ (Λ−1)IJ = 14tr (γJGvτγIG−1vτ ) (2.15)
As a result
nI(e) =
1
4
tr
(
γIGvτγ
JG−1vτ
)
δ0J (2.16)
then
γInI(e) = Gvτγ
JG−1vτ δ
0
J = Gvτγ
0G−1vτ (2.17)
We define the Lorentz transformation Gvτ as the spin-foam SL(2,C) holonomy gvτ represented on the space of Dirac
spinors. Recall that nI = (1, 0, 0, 0) is the unit vector orthogonal to all the face bivecors of the tetrahedron (polyhedron)
τ by the simplicity constraint [6, 16, 18]. So this definition states that the internal vector nI(e) coming from the tangent
vector of the edge e is the normal of the tetrahedron (polyhedron) τe viewed in the frame at the vertex v. Therefore
under this definition the fermion action is expressed by
Se = 2iVe
[
ψb(e) Gb(e)τeγ
0Gτef(e)ψf(e) − ψf(e)Gf(e)τeγ0Gτeb(e) ψb(e)
]
Sv = −m04Vvψvψv (2.18)
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We can also write Se in terms of Weyl spinors. In Weyl basis
ψ =
(
ξA
θA′
)
γ0 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
(2.19)
A representation of SL(2,C) on Dirac spinors can thus be written as a tensor product between an SL(2,C) representa-
tion on 2-spinors ξA and a SL(2,C) representation on dual complex-conjugated 2-spinors θA′ 4. Then the action can
be written as
Se = 2iVe
[
ξ†b(e)g
†
τeb(e)
gτef(e)ξf(e) + θ
†
b(e)g
†
τeb(e)
gτef(e)θf(e) − ξ†f(e)g†τef(e)gτeb(e)ξb(e) − θ
†
f(e)g
†
τef(e)
gτeb(e)θb(e)
]
Sv = −m04Vv
[
ξ†vθv + θ
†
vξv
]
(2.20)
where gve is a SL(2,C) group element represented by 2 × 2 complex matrix with unit determinant. Here † denote
complex conjugate and transpose5. In terms of spinor indices
ξ†1g
†
1g2ξ2 ≡ δB′B(g1)B
′
A′(g2)
B
A(ξ1)
A′(ξ2)
A
θ†1g
†
1g2θ2 ≡ δBB
′
(g1)
A
B (g2)
A′
B′ (θ1)A(θ2)A′ = δBB′(g1)
B
A(g2)
B′
A′(θ1)
A(θ2)
A′ . (2.21)
Note that similar to Eq.(2.17), we also have
σIA′AnI(e) = δ
0
Iσ
I
B′B(gτe,b(e))
B′
A′(gτe,b(e))
B
A and σ
0
B′B =
1√
2
δB′B . (2.22)
In the discretized fermion action, the 3-volume Ve is a function of the spins jf and the coherent intertwiner ie [28].
More explicitly, we can express the vertex amplitude Av[jf , ie, gve]GR in terms of Livine-Speziale coherent intertwiners
ie = ||~jf , ~nef 〉 [27], whose labels (~jf , ~nef ) determines the geometry of a tetrahedron (or polyhedron) [28] where the
spins jf and unit vectors ~nef satisfies the closure condition
∑
f jf~nef = 0
6. So we write the 3-volume Ve as a function
of the labels (~jf , ~nef ) in the case of a tetrahedron [28].
Ve =
√
2
3
√∣∣∣ ~Af1 · ( ~Af2 × ~Af3)∣∣∣, ~Af ≡ γjf~nef . (2.23)
For the 4-volume 4Vv of a 4-simplex, we can write it as a function of the boundary data (~jf , ~nef ) and SL(2,C) group
element gve by the following procedure. Given a unit 4-vector (1, 0, 0, 0), we specify a so(3) sub-algebra inside the
Lorentz Lie algebra (as a real Lie algebra), while we denote by the 4× 4 matrices Li (i = 1, 2, 3) the so(3) generators
in the Lorentz Lie algebra (in its vector representation). Given a tetrahedron dual to an edge e, its face bivectors
are given by Bef = jfn
i
efLi. This bivector viewed from the frame of 4-simplex is defined by a parallel transportation
Bvf = gveBefgev = jfn
i
efgveLigev where g is the vector representation of g ∈ SL(2,C). Given two triangles f, f ′
which don’t belong to the same tetrahedron, we can write a 4-volume
4Vv(f, f ′) =≺ Bvf , Bvf ′ = jf jf ′niefnke′f ′ ≺ gveLigev, gve′Lkge′v  (2.24)
where the inner product ≺ B1, B2 := εIJKLBIJ1 BKL2 . The above way to write 4-volume depends on the choice of two
triangles f, f ′, thus the expression of 4Vv should be the above quantity 4Vv(f, f ′) averaged by all the possible choices
of f, f ′. However in the large-j regime of EPRL model [18] or the model in [8], where the shape-matching condition
is implemented, 4Vv(f, f ′) doesn’t depend on the choice of f, f ′, because the simplicity condition Bef · (1, 0, 0, 0)t = 0
has been implemented strongly, and the simplicity, closure, and shape-matching conditions implies the face bivectors
Bvf can be expressed in terms of the wedge produces of cotriads [20, 29].
4Given g ∈ SL(2,C) a 2 × 2 complex matrix with a unit determinant, its representation on 2-spinors is given by ξA 7→ gABξB , its
representation on dual complex-conjugated 2-spinors is given by θA′ 7→ −g B
′
A′ θB′ = −εC′A′gC
′
D′ε
B′D′θB′ (from θ
A′ 7→ gA′
B′θ
B′ ).
5Using spinor language, † for ξA is defined by ξ†A = ξ
A′δA′A, for θA′ is defined by (θ
†)A
′
= δA
′AθA.
6Then the sum over all the intertwiners in the spin-foam model will be a integral over all the unit 3-vectors nef satisfying the closure
constraint [28].
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We have expressed all the quantities in the fermion action in terms of spin-foam variables. Let’s now couple the
fermions to spin-foam quantum gravity. The spin-foam model for pure gravity on a 2-complex K with a boundary
graph γ [6, 7, 17]
ZGR(K)f =
∑
jf
∫
dµjf (ie)
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
f
Af [jf ]GR
∏
v
Av[jf , ie, gve]GR · fγ,jf ,ie (2.25)
where fγ,jf ,ie is a boundary state on the boundary graph γ in its spin-network representation. dµjf (ie) = dµjf (~nef )
is an integral measure for the coherent intertwiner ie = ||~jf , ~nef 〉 with fixed jf , defined in the first reference of [28],
such that the integral
∫
dµjf (ie) only integrates over the unit vectors ~nef satisfy the closure condition
∑
f jf~nef = 0.
Given a tetrahedron te, the measure dµjf (ie) can be written as
dµjf (~nf ) =
∏
f⊂te
d2~nfδ
(3)
∑
f
jf~nf
det (G(~nf ))∫
H3
∏
f
|ρh(~nf )|2(jf+1) dh (2.26)
where the factor |ρh(~nf )|2 is given by (the spin-1/2 coherent state |nf 〉 is a normalized 2-component spinor)
|ρh(~nf )|2 =
〈
nf |h†h|nf
〉−1
(2.27)
The intgral over H3 = SL(2,C)/SU(2) describes an averaging of the coherent intertwiner along the action of H3. The
matrix G(~nf ) is the metric on the obits of the action
G(~nf )ij =
∑
f⊂te
jf
(
δij − nifnjf
)
. (2.28)
In order to couple the Dirac fermion to gravity, we add an edge amplitude to ZGR(K)f
Z(K) :=
∑
jf
∫
dµjf (ie)
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∫
[DψvDψv]
∏
f
Af [jf ]
∏
v
Av[jg, ie, gve, ψv]
∏
e
Ae[ψb(e), ψf(e), gve, jf , ie] · fγ,jf ,ie
where Af [jf ] = Af [jf ]GR, Ae[ψb(e), ψf(e), gve, jf , ie] = e
iSe , Av[jg, ie, gve, ψv] = Av[jg, ie, gve]GR e
iSv (2.29)
The measure [DψvDψv] is defined by the Grassmann integral
[DψvDψv] =
∏
(v,α)
dψαv dψ
α
v . (2.30)
Note that here we follow the spinfoam formulation of the structure defined by the EPRL and FK models [6, 7], with
the generalization by [16, 17] to arbitrary 2-complex7. Importantly the factor
∏
v Av[jf , ie, gve]GR in these models
(either in Euclidean or Lorenzian signature) can be written as either directly eS or
∫
eSdµ with some additional
integration variables [18–20] if the intertwiners ie are the Livine-Speziale coherent intertwiners. Therefore the pure
gravity spinfoam amplitude can be written as a path integral form respecting a discrete “spinfoam action” S. This
spinfoam action is critical in the recent semiclassical analysis of spinfoam formulation [18–20, 29]. Therefore here the
coupling of fermion with spinfoam quantum gravity can be understood as a coupling in the level of action, i.e. the
gravity-fermion spinfoam amplitude can be expressed in a path integral form with respect to an action S + Se + Sv
where S is the gravity part and Se + Sv is the fermion part.
7The massive fermion coupling to spinfoam is defined on a 2-complex dual to simplicial complex, since the mass term involve the
4-volume, which is the 4-volume of 4-simplex when we define it using spinfoam variable. If the fermion is massless, the coupling can be
made on an arbriary 2-complex.
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2.2 Fermion Correlation Functions
With the gravity-fermion spin-foam model defined above, we consider a correlation function with a number of ψv and
ψv insertions: 〈
ψv1 · · ·ψvnψvn+1 · · ·ψvn+m
〉
Spinfoam
:=
∑
jf
∫
dµjf (ie)
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
f
Af [jf ]GR
∏
v
Av[jf , ie, gve]GR · fγ,jf ,ie ×
×
∫
[DψvDψv] ψv1 · · ·ψvnψvn+1 · · ·ψvn+m exp
(
iSF [K, jf , ie, gve, ψv]
)
(2.31)
The above definition of correlation function needs some explanations: Given that (1) the vertex amplitudeAv[jf , ie, gve]GR
is invariant under the SL(2,C) gauge transformation gve 7→ λvgve (λv ∈ SL(2,C)) at the vertex v; (2) the fermion
action SF [K, jf , ie, gve, ψv] is invariant under the SL(2,C) gauge transformation Gve 7→ ΛvGve, ψv 7→ Λvψv and
ψv 7→ ψvΛ−1v (Λv and Gve are the SL(2,C) elements λv and gve represented on the space of Dirac spinors); (3)
the measures dgve and dψvdψv is invariant under the SL(2,C) gauge transformation, we make a change of variables
gve 7→ gλve = λvgve, ψv 7→ ψλv = Λvψv and ψv 7→ ψλv = ψvΛ−1v of the integral (which doesn’t change the integral at
all), then use the gauge invariance of the vertex amplitude, fermion action, and the measures〈
ψv1 · · ·ψvnψvn+1 · · ·ψvn+m
〉
Spinfoam
=
∑
jf
∫
dµjf (ie)
∫
SL(2,C)
dgλve
∏
f
Af [jf ]GR
∏
v
Av[jf , ie, g
λ
ve]GR · fγ,jf ,ie ×
×
∫
[DψλvDψλv ] ψλv1 · · ·ψλvnψλvn+1 · · ·ψλvn+m exp
(
iSF
[K, jf , ie, gλve, ψλv ] )
=
∑
jf
∫
dµjf (ie)
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
f
Af [jf ]GR
∏
v
Av[jf , ie, gve]GR · fγ,jf ,ie ×
×
∫
[DψvDψv] ψλv1 · · ·ψλvnψλvn+1 · · ·ψλvn+m exp
(
iSF [K, jf , ie, gve, ψv]
)
(2.32)
Therefore naively one would have〈
ψv1 · · ·ψvnψvn+1 · · ·ψvn+m
〉
Spinfoam
=
〈
ψλv1 · · ·ψλvnψλvn+1 · · ·ψλvn+m
〉
Spinfoam
= Λvn+1 · · ·Λvn+m
〈
ψv1 · · ·ψvnψvn+1 · · ·ψvn+m
〉
Spinfoam
Λ−1v1 · · ·Λ−1vn (2.33)
which results in that if v1, · · · , vn+m are different vertices and the correlation function is non-gauge-invariant, then it
vanishes because the gauge transformations λv are independent at different vertices. The same result was mentioned
in [12] in the context of 3-dimensional gravity, where it was suggested that one should either make a gauge-fixing to
define the non-gauge-invariant correlation function, or instead consider the correlation functions of gauge invariant
quantities, e.g. the fermion currents.
However the above argument didn’t take into account the regularization of the Lorentzian vertex amplitude [22].
If we consider pure gravity amplitude only, and our vertex amplitude Av[jf , ie, g
λ
ve]GR has the gauge invariant under
gve 7→ λvgve, then the SL(2,C) integrals ∫
SL(2,C)
∏
e at v
dgve Av[jf , ie, gve]GR (2.34)
is divergent, because we can always choose an edge e0 at v and a gauge λv = g
−1
ve0 , such that gve 7→ g−1ve0gve (e 6= e0)
and gve0 7→ 1, then there is a redundant SL(2,C) integral
∫
dgve0 which gives the divergence. The same argument
for divergence also applies to the gravity-fermion spin-foam model by the gauge invariance of the fermion action
SF [K, jf , ie, gve, ψv]. The way to remove the divergence is firstly to choose an edge e0 at each vertex v, and fix the
gauge λv = g
−1
ve0 at each vertex, such that gve 7→ g−1ve0gve (e 6= e0) and gve0 7→ 1, so the integrand doesn’t depend on
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the variable gve0 for each vertex. Then the redundant integral
∫
dgve0 should be removed at each vertex. It turns out
that at least for the pure gravity spin-foam amplitude, the SL(2,C) integrals lead to finite result after regularization
for a large class of spin-foam vertices [22].
Therefore the definition of fermion correlation function Eq.(2.31) should be understood in terms of the gauge-
fixed/regularized spin-foam amplitude, where there is a edge e0 at each vertex v such that the SL(2,C) group element
gve0 is gauge fixed to be the identity 1 ∈ SL(2,C), and the integral of gve0 is removed at each vertex v. The previous
argument for vanishing correlation function doesn’t apply for the gauge-fixed/regularized spin-foam amplitude because
the gauge-fixing breaks the SL(2,C) gauge invariance. Thus the correlation function Eq.(2.31) is not necessary
vanishing. More explicitly we could write the correlation function in the following way instead of Eq.(2.31)〈
ψv1 · · ·ψvnψvn+1 · · ·ψvn+m
〉
Spinfoam
:=
∑
jf
∫
dµjf (ie)
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
f
Af [jf ]GR
∏
v
Av[jf , ie, gve]GR · fγ,jf ,ie ×
∏
(v,e0)
δSL(2,C)(gve0)×
×
∫
[DψvDψv] ψv1 · · ·ψvnψvn+1 · · ·ψvn+m exp
(
iSF [K, jf , ie, gve, ψv]
)
(2.35)
More detailed computation on the fermion correlation function will be given in Section 4.
2.3 PCT Symmetry on Spin-foam
We first briefly recall the notion of PCT symmetry for Dirac fermion on flat and curved spacetime. Given the
fermion field operator ψ(t, ~x) on Minkowski spacetime, its Parity-Inversion, Time-Reversal, and Charge-Conjugation
are defined by
Pψ(t, ~x)P−1 = γ0ψ(t,−~x) Tψ(t, ~x)T−1 = −γ1γ3ψ(−t, ~x) Cψ(t, ~x)C−1 = −iγ2ψ∗(t, ~x) (2.36)
Thus the anti-unitary PCT transformation acts on the fermion field operator by (here we use ψ∗ to denote complex
conjugation and ψC to denote charge-conjugation)
ψC(t, ~x) = (PCT )ψ(t, ~x)(PCT )−1 = (−i)γ5ψ∗(−t,−~x) = (−i)γ5γ0[ψ(−t,−~x)]t (2.37)
Then the PCT theorem on Minkowski spacetime states that: Given the Minkowski vacuum state Ω, a class of local
fields Φ(x) (can be composite fields) with m primed spinor indices, and an anti-unitary PCT operator (PCT )
(PCT )Φ(x)(PCT )−1 = ΦC(x) = (−1)m(−i)FΦ(−x)∗, (PCT )Ω = Ω (2.38)
where F = 0 if Φ is bosonic field and F = 1 if Φ is fermionic field, the PCT theorem on Minkowski spacetime
states that the complex conjugated correlation function of a number of fields equals the correlation function of the
corresponding charge-conjugated fields [23], i.e.〈
Ω
∣∣ΦC1 (x1) · · ·ΦCn (xn)∣∣Ω〉 = 〈Ω∣∣Φ1(x1) · · ·Φn(xn)∣∣Ω〉∗ . (2.39)
On Minkowski spacetime the map ρ : (t, ~x) 7→ (−t,−~x) defines an isometry preserving the spacetime orientation
but reversing the time orientation. For a general (globally hyperbolic) spacetime M with metric gαβ and time
orientation and spacetime orientation o = (T, εαβγδ), we letM be the spacetime with the identical manifold structure
and metric structure asM, but its time orientation and spacetime orientation is given by −o = (−T, εαβγδ). Because
there is no preferred vacuum state on a general curved spacetime, the PCT theorem on a general spacetime [24] is
formulated in terms of Operator-Product-Expansion (OPE) coefficients: Given a local field Φ(x) with n unprimed
spinor indices and m primed spinor indices, we define its charge-conjugated field by
ΦC(x) := (−1)m(−i)FΦ(x)∗ (2.40)
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Here x denotes the points on the spacetime manifold, and ΦC(x) is a local field with m unprimed spinor indices and n
primed spinor indices. We suppose the a class of fields Φ
(j)
M(x) (j = 1, · · · , n) on the spacetime M have the following
OPE in short geodesic distance
Φ
(1)
M (y1) · · ·Φ(n)M (yn) ∼
∑
(j)
c
(j)
M,x(y1, · · · , yn) Φ(j)M(x) (2.41)
as (y1, · · · , yn) approaching x, where the distributions c(j)M,x(y1, · · · , yn) are OPE structure coefficients. Then the PCT
theorem on a general curved spacetime implies that on the spacetimeM with the opposite time and space orientation,
the OPE of the charge-conjugated fields Φ
(j)C
M(x) (j = 1, · · · , n) is given by [24]
Φ
(1)C
M (y1) · · ·Φ
(n)C
M (yn) ∼
∑
(j)
c
(j)
M,x(y1, · · · , yn)∗ Φ(j)CM (x) (2.42)
whose OPE structure coefficients are the complex conjugation of c
(j)
M,x(y1, · · · , yn).
In the formalism of spin-foam model, the quantization of spacetimeM with metric gαβ is formulated by a spin-foam
amplitude Z(K) on a 2-complex K. The reversal of time orientation while keeping spacetime orientation unchange
o 7→ −o can be formulated by simultaneously reversing all the internal edge orientations in the complex K. The
reason is the following: Given a spacetime (M, gαβ) with space and time orientation o = (T, εαβγδ). All the oriented
orthonormal frames are given by eαI , satisfying
gαβe
α
I e
β
J = ηIJ e
α
0∇αT > 0 εαβγδ eα0 eβ1 eγ2 eδ3 > 0 (2.43)
The oriented orthonormal frames form the frame bundle F (M) over M whose structure group is the proper or-
thochronous Lorentz group. However for the spacetime (M, gαβ) with opposite space and time orientation −o =
(−T, εαβγδ), its frame bundle F (M) is naturally isomorphic to F (M) by the map
I : F (M)→ F (M), eαI 7→ −eαI (2.44)
We consider the spin-foam model defined on a 2-complex K dual to a simplicial complex imbedded in the spacetime
manifold. Given a tetrahedron τ in the simplicial complex, all the area bivectors of the tetrahedron are orthogonal
to a unit internal vector nI = (1, 0, 0, 0) by the simplicity constraint [6, 16, 18]. And this vector nI is given by the
tangent vector of the edge e dual to the tetrahedron τ up to a proper orthochronous Lorentz transformation, i.e. on
the spacetime manifold M with orientation o
aΛIJn
J = e˙αeIα (a > 0) (2.45)
where ΛIJ is a proper orthochronous Lorentz transformation. However if the spin-foam model is build on the spacetime
manifoldM with orientation −o (in another words, if the spin-foam model is a quantization of the spacetime structure
(M, gαβ ,−o)), the previous co-frame field eIα changes into −eIα, thus one has to change the previous tangent vector
e˙α into −e˙α, i.e. reverse the edge orientation, to keep nI unchange. Note that nI has to be fixed to be (1, 0, 0, 0) for
the definition of spin-foam model.
We first formulate the PCT invariance of the spin-foam fermions in the following formal way: We define an
anti-unitary PCT operator θ, such that it acts on fermion field operators by
θψvθ
−1 = (−i)γ5γ0ψtv θψvθ−1 = (−i)ψtvγ0γ5 (2.46)
which are charge-conjugate field operators. If we consider the fermion action SF (K) (defined on a complex K) is an
composite operator from the fermion field operator ψv and ψv, SF is PCT invariant in the sense that
θSF (K)θ−1 = SF (K−1) (2.47)
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It is indeed the case. We consider the bilinear form 2iVeψvGveγ
0Gev′ψv′ appearing in the discretized fermion action,
by using {γ5, γ0} = 0, (γ0)2 = (γ5)2 = 1 and (γ0)† = γ0 = (γ0)t, as well as the assumption θ is anti-unitary
θ
[
2iVeψvGveγ
0Gev′ψv′
]
θ−1
= −2iVe(−i)ψtvγ0γ5G∗veγ0G∗ev′(−i)γ5γ0ψ
t
v′ = −2iVeψtvγ0G∗veγ0G∗ev′γ0ψ
t
v′ = −2iVeψtvGtevγ0Gtv′eψ
t
v′
= 2iVeψv′Gv′eγ
0Gevψv (2.48)
where we have treated Ve and Gve as c-numbers (gravity as external field), and we also used the fact that γ
5 commutes
with G and the relation γ0G∗γ0 = (G∗−1)† = (G−1)t. Here we have shown that the action of θ on the bilinear form
interchanges the vertices v and v′. Hence under this transformations of variables, Se[ψb(e), ψf(e)] transforms to
Se[ψb(e), ψf(e)] 7→ 2iVe
[
ψf(e) Gf(e)τeγ
0Gτeb(e)ψb(e) − ψb(e)Gb(e)τeγ0Gτef(e) ψf(e)
]
= Se−1 [ψb(e−1), ψf(e−1)] (2.49)
where we use that b(e) = f(e−1) and f(e) = b(e−1). On the other hand it is easy to see that the mass term
Sv = −m04Vvψvψv is invariant under θ. Hence we obtain the PCT invariance of the spin-foam fermion in the sense of
θSF (K)θ−1 = SF (K−1). (2.50)
Now we consider the gravity-fermion spin-foam model. We define the following transformation Θ of the spin-foam
amplitude, which is an analog of PCT transformation:
Definition 2.1. Given a 2-complex K with a boundary graph γ, and the gravity-fermion spin-foam
Z(K)f =
∑
jf
∫
dµjf (ie)
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
f
Af [jf ]GR
∏
v
Av[jf , ie, gve]GR · fγ,jf ,ie ×
×
∫
[DψvDψv] exp
(
iSF [K, jf , ie, gve, ψv]
)
(2.51)
where fγ,jf ,ie is a boundary state in its spin-network representation, we define a spin-foam analog of PCT transfor-
mation Θ by
• Θ reverses the orientations of all the internal edges in the complex K, i.e. Θ : K 7→ K−1;
• Θ changes all the gravity vertex amplitudes Av[jf , ie, gve]GR into their complex conjugates Av[jf , ie, gve]∗GR;
• The boundary state fγ,jf ,ie transforms into its complex conjugate f∗γ,jf ,ie ;
• Θ changes the fermion action on the exponential iSF (K) into
θ [iSF (K)] θ−1 = −iSF (K−1); (2.52)
• For each fermion ψv at a vertex, Θ : ψv 7→ ψCv := (−i)γ5ψ∗v = (−i)γ5γ0ψ
t
v (charge-conjugation), or in terms of
Weyl spinors:
Θ :
(
ξv
θv
)
7→ (−i)
(
ξ∗v
−θ∗v
)
. (2.53)
The second and third transformations are motivated by the anti-unitarity of the PCT operator. We consider
heuristically the pure gravity spin-foam amplitude as a physical inner product between some certain in-state and
out-state fin and fout, which describe the boundary data of quantum gravity
ZGR(K)f = 〈fout , fin〉Phys (2.54)
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Then heuristically the PCT transformation reverses the in-state and out-state by
Θ : 〈fout , fin〉Phys 7→ 〈θfout , θfin〉Phys = 〈fout , fin〉∗Phys = 〈fin , fout〉Phys (2.55)
where we implicitly use the fact that the path integral measure dgve is real, since the SL(2,C) Haar measure dg can
be written explicitly by
dg =
dβdβ∗dγdγ∗dδdδ∗
|δ|2 g =
(
α β
γ δ
)
(2.56)
which is manifestly invariant under g 7→ g∗. The other integration measure dµjf (ie) is a real measure [28].
Here we argue that the PCT transformation of pure gravity spin-foam amplitude
ΘZGR(K)f = ZGR(K−1)∗f (2.57)
is a spin-foam analog of the spacetime M with reversed time and space orientation −o = (−T, εαβγδ). We consider
the semiclassical behavior of the pure gravity spin-foam amplitude. For a given 4-simplex, the corresponding vertex
amplitude Av[jf , ie]GR can be represented in terms of Livine-Speziale (LS) coherent intertwiners [27], i.e. use LS
coherent intertwiner ||jf , nf 〉 for the SU(2) intertwiner ie. Thus we can denote the vertex amplitude by
Av[jf , nef ]GR =
∫ ∏
e at v
dgveAv[jf , nef , gve]GR (2.58)
where nef ∈ S2 is a unit 3-vector associated to each triangle/face f . The large-j asymptotics of the vertex amplitude
Av[jf , nef ]GR was studies in [18] when jf , nef satisy the closure condition: If jf goes to be large
Av[jf , nef ]GR ∼ N+ei
∑
f βjfϑf +N−e−i
∑
f βjfϑf (2.59)
where N± are independent of jf , and ϑf is the extrinsic angle between the two tetrahedra sharing the triangle f , i.e.
for two tetrahedra τ, τ ′ sharing a triangle f , nI(τ) and nI(τ ′) are two unit 4-vectors respectively orthogonal to all the
face bivectors of τ and τ ′. The extrinsic angle ϑf is defined by coshϑf = −ηIJnI(τ)nJ(τ ′). Then∑
f
βjfϑf [jf ] = SRegge[jf ] (2.60)
is the Regge action in a single 4-simplex with triangle areas Af = 8piG~βjf (β is the Barbero-Immirzi parameter).
The vertex amplitude can also be written in the holomorphic representation [21] with boundary states to be the
complexifier coherent states. Given the boundary graph γ of the vertex amplitude, and for a given link l, we associate
a complexifier coherent state ψtgl(hl) [30] where
ψtg(h) =
∑
j
(2j + 1)e−j(j+1)
t
2χj(gh−1) (2.61)
where t is a dimensionless classicality proportional to `2p, and gl ∈ SL(2,C) is the complexified phase space coordinate
gl = hle
Elt/`
2
pβ . These coherent states (with all possible gl) form a over-complete basis of the Hilbert space L
2(SU(2)).
The representation of the vertex amplitude on the complexifier coherent states is called the holomorphic representation
of the vertex amplitude, denoted by Av[gf , gve]GR and is regarded as an amplitude with boundary data gf (a link l
of the boundary graph uniquely corresponds to a face f). In the holomorphic representation and as the limit `p → 0
[21, 30]
Av[gf ]GR ∼
∑
jf
Av[jf , nef ]GR exp
−i∑
f
jfξf
 exp
−∑
f
(
jf − Af
`2pβ
)2
t
2
+
∑
f
(Af
`2pβ
)2
t
2
 (2.62)
where Af is the area of the triangle f evaluated at the phase space point gf , and ξf = βϑ is the extrinsic angle
evaluated at the phase space point gf . From this we see that as the limit `p → 0, the large spins jf ∼ Af`2pβ dominate
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the contributions of Av[gf , gve]GR. We then consider the large spin contributions and insert in the large-j asymptotics
of the vertex amplitude Eq.(2.59)
Av[gf ]GR ∼
∑
p=±1
∑
jf
Np exp
i∑
f
jf (pβϑf − ξf )
 exp
−∑
f
(
jf − Af
`2pβ
)2
t
2
+
∑
f
(Af
`2pβ
)2
t
2
 (2.63)
where the factor exp[i
∑
f jf (pβϑf − ξf )] is a rapid oscillating phase as jf is large, so that the sum over jf suppresses
unless the boundary data ξf coincide with βϑf or −βϑf . Without losing generality, we assume the boundary data
ξ = βϑf , thus in Av[gf , gve]GR the terms with p = +1 are preserved in the sum, corresponding to e
iSRegge , while the
terms with p = −1 suppress in the sum over jf . Therefore8
Av[gf ]GR ∼
∑
jf
N+ exp
i∑
f
jf (βϑf − ξf )
 exp
−∑
f
(
jf − Af
`2pβ
)2
t
2
+
∑
f
(Af
`2pβ
)2
t
2
 (2.64)
If we make the PCT transformation Θ on the spin-foam amplitude Av[gf , gve]GR, the reversal of the internal edge
orientations doesn’t affect the amplitude while the complex conjugation gives
ΘAv[gf ]GR = Av[gf ]
∗
GR
∼
∑
jf
N∗+ exp
−i∑
f
jf (βϑf − ξf )
 exp
−∑
f
(
jf − Af
`2pβ
)2
t
2
+
∑
f
(Af
`2pβ
)2
t
2
 (2.65)
where effectively the terms corresponding to e−iSRegge is preserved while the terms corresponding to eiSRegge are
suppressed. The flip from eiSRegge to e−iSRegge corresponds to the flip of the extrinsic angles from ϑf to −ϑf , which
is a discrete analog of flipping the sign of the extrinsic curvature by flipping the time-orientation.
When we consider the fermions in spin-foam model, in terms of the semiclassical limit, the fermion coupling
eiSF should couple with the eiSRegge -terms (with positive coupling constant) on the spacetime manifold M. It means
that one should specify the boundary data such that e−iSRegge -terms are suppressed, in order to reproduce the right
equation of motion of graviy-fermion system onM with a positive coupling constant κ = 8piG. However when we flip
the time and space orientation, eiSRegge -terms are suppressed while e−iSRegge -terms representing the spacetime(s) M.
Then the fermion coupling has to flip sign as e−iSF to couple with e−iSRegge , in order to keep the coupling constant
positive and a right equation of motion. This gives an argument9 for the minus sign in the result of Eq.(2.52).
We consider a fermion correlation function of charge-conjugated fermion fields ψCv ≡ θψvθ−1 and ψCv ≡ θψvθ−1
on a PCT transformed gravity-fermion spin-foam amplitude. i.e. ( Spinfoam(M) denotes the spinfoam analog of the
spacetime M ) 〈
ψCv1 · · ·ψCvnψCvn+1 · · ·ψCvn+m
〉
Spinfoam(M)
:=
∑
jf ,ie
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
f
Af [jf ]GR
∏
v
Av[jf , ie, gve]
∗
GR · f∗γ,jf ,ie ×
×
∫
[DψvDψv] ψCv1 · · ·ψCvnψCvn+1 · · ·ψCvn+m exp
(
− iSF
[K−1, jf , ie, gve, ψv] ) (2.66)
First of all we note that the the fermion measure is invariant under charge-conjugate
[DψvDψv] = [DψCv DψCv ] (2.67)
8It is argued in [20, 31] that the two different exponentials eiSRegge and e−iSRegge from spinfoam model corresponding to two different
spacetime orientations. The fermion coupling considered here only couples to a specified spacetime orientation, which is consistent with
the formulation of usual quantum field theory (in curved spacetime) [24].
9The semiclassical arguments in this paragraph and the previous paragraph are heuristic arguments supporting the definition of the
PCT transformation Θ. A more precise argument relies on the large-j asymptotic analysis for the gravity-fermion spin-foam model on
a large number of 4-simplices, which will be studied in the future publication. The asymptotic analysis for pure gravity spinfoam on a
triangulation has been done recently [20].
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We then make a change of variables for the fermionic integration
ψv 7→ ψ′v = −iγ5γ0ψ
†
v = −iγ5ψv ψv 7→ ψ′v = −iψ†vγ0γ5 = −iψvγ5 (2.68)
which doesn’t change the integration. Then〈
ψCv1 · · ·ψCvnψCvn+1 · · ·ψCvn+m
〉
Spinfoam(M)
=
∑
jf ,ie
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
f
Af [jf ]GR
∏
v
Av[jf , ie, gve]
∗
GR · f∗γ,jf ,ie ×
×
∫
[Dψ∗vDψ∗v] ψ∗v1 · · ·ψ∗vnψ∗vn+1 · · ·ψ∗vn+m exp
(
− iSF
[K−1, jf , ie, gve, ψ′v] ) (2.69)
Again we consider the bilinear form 2iVeψ
′
vGveγ
0Gev′ψ
′
v′ appearing in the discretized fermion action,
2iVeψ
′
vGveγ
0Gev′ψ
′
v′
= 2iVe(−i)ψ†vγ0γ5Gveγ0Gev′(−i)γ5γ0ψ
†
v′ = 2iVeψ
†
vγ
0Gveγ
0Gev′γ
0ψ
†
v′ = 2iVeψ
†
vG
†
evγ
0G†v′eψ
†
v′
= −2iVeψ∗v′G∗v′eγ0G∗evψ∗v (2.70)
where we used the fact that γ5 commutes with G and the relation γ0Gγ0 = (G−1)†, as well as the anticommutativity
of ψv. Se[ψ
′
b(e), ψ
′
f(e), gve] reads
Se[ψ
′
b(e), ψ
′
f(e), gve] = −2iVe
[
ψ∗f(e) G
∗
f(e)τe
γ0G∗τeb(e)ψ
∗
b(e) − ψ∗b(e)G∗b(e)τeγ0G∗τef(e) ψ∗f(e)
]
= Se−1 [ψb(e−1), ψf(e−1), gve]
∗ (2.71)
which can be viewed as a nontrivial transformation property of the spinfoam-fermion action, and such a property
results in the PCT symmetry of the spinfoam fermion. For the mass term
Sv[ψ
′
v] = −m04Vvψ′vψ′v = mψ∗vψ∗v = Sv[ψv]∗ (2.72)
Therefore we obtain that
SF
[K−1, jf , ie, gve, ψ′v] = SF [K, jf , ie, gve, ψv]∗ (2.73)
Then as a result 〈
ψCv1 · · ·ψCvnψCvn+1 · · ·ψCvn+m
〉
Spinfoam(M)
=
∑
jf ,ie
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
f
Af [jf ]GR
∏
v
Av[jf , ie, gve]
∗
GR · f∗γ,jf ,ie ×
×
∫
[Dψ∗vDψ∗v] ψ∗v1 · · ·ψ∗vnψ∗vn+1 · · ·ψ∗vn+m exp
(
iSF [K, jf , ie, gve, ψv]
)∗
=
〈
ψv1 · · ·ψvnψvn+1 · · ·ψvn+m
〉∗
Spinfoam(M) (2.74)
We summarize the result as a spin-foam analog of PCT theorem:
Proposition 2.1. (PCT invariance for Spinfoam fermions)
The correlation functions of fermions on the spin-foam analog of a spacetime M with a certain time and space
orientation o = (T, εαβγδ) equals the complex conjugated correlation functions of charge-conjugated fermions on the
spin-foam analog of the spacetime M with an opposite time and space orientation −o = (−T, εαβγδ), i.e.〈
ψCv1 · · ·ψCvnψCvn+1 · · ·ψCvn+m
〉
Spinfoam(M)
=
〈
ψv1 · · ·ψvnψvn+1 · · ·ψvn+m
〉∗
Spinfoam(M)
(2.75)
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3 Determinant of Dirac Operator on Spin-foam
To simplify the formula, now we consider a massless chiral Weyl fermion on the complex K
Se[ξb(e), ξf(e), gτeb(e), gτef(e)] = 2iVe
[
ξ†b(e)g
†
τeb(e)
gτef(e)ξf(e) − ξ†f(e)g†τef(e)gτeb(e)ξb(e)
]
SF [ξv, gve] =
∑
e
Se[ψb(e), ψf(e), gτeb(e), gτef(e)] =
∑
v,v′
iξ†v 6Dv,v′ξv (3.1)
where the Dirac operator has the following matrix element
6DA′Ab(e),f(e) = 2Ve δB′Bgτeb(e)B
′
A′gτef(e)
B
A 6DA
′A
f(e),b(e) = −2Ve δB′Bgτef(e)B
′
A′gτeb(e)
B
A (3.2)
and all the other matrix elements vanish, where we see that 6D is an anti-Hermitian matrix
6Dv′,v = −6Dv,v′ (3.3)
We define the Grassmann path integral measure by
Dµ[ξ, ξ†] :=
∏
v
d(ξv)
1d(ξ†v)1d(ξv)
2d(ξ†v)2. (3.4)
Obviously the path integral of the fermion action gives the determinant of the Dirac operator (Dirac determinant)
det 6D[gve] =
∫
Dµ[ξ, ξ†] eiSF [ξv,gve] =
∫
Dµ[ξ, ξ†] e−
∑
v,v′ ξ
†
v 6Dv,v′ξv (3.5)
3.1 Polymer representation
We briefly recall the polymer representation of the Grassmann Gauss integral [32]. Given a matrix Q such that
Qij = Miδij −Kij (3.6)
where Mi are diagonal contributions and Kij are off-diagonal contributions, so the diagonal elements of Kij are
assumed to vanish Kii = 0. In terms of the Grassmann Gauss integral:
detQ =
∫
dη1dη1 · · · dηNdηN e−
∑
iMiηiηi+
∑
i6=j ηiKijηj (3.7)
This determinant can be represented in the following way: we first draw N points as a lattice representing the indices
i = 1, · · · , N . Then we draw all possible polymer diagrams using the building blocks in Fig.1, such that every index
point has precisely one incoming and outgoing line (a monomer is counted both as a incoming and outgoing line). We
denote the set of all possible polymer diagrams by P and denote a polymer diagram by z.
Figure 1. The building blocks of polymers: a monomer at a single index point and a polymer line connecting two different
index points
For each polymer diagram we write down its contribution for detQ
Rz = (−1)Number of Polymer Loops
∏
i
Mi
∏
j,k
Kjk (3.8)
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where the index point i is attached by a monomer Mi and the index points j and k are connected by a polymer
line Kjk, while the polymer lines forming closed polymer loops. Then the determinant detQ equals the sum over all
possible polymer contributions:
detQ =
∑
z∈P
Rz (3.9)
Now we consider the determinant of our Dirac operator 6D. The diagonal elements of 6D are zeros, thus the
monomer contribution is not allowed. For the off-diagonal elements:
6D(b(e),A′);(f(e),A) = 2Ve δB′B(geb(e))B
′
A′(gef(e))
B
A 6D(f(e),A′);(b(e),A) = −2Ve δB′B(gef(e))B
′
A′(geb(e))
B
A (3.10)
We draw the lattice of all the index points j ≡ (v,A), which is V (K) × Z2. Then we draw all possible polymer loop
diagrams using polymer lines 6Dij , such that every index point has precisely one incoming and outgoing line. For each
polymer diagram z ∈ P
Rz = (−1)Number of Polymer Loops
∏
j,k
(−6Djk)
= (−1)Number of Polymer Loops
∏
(v′,A′);(v,A)
(−1)εv′v (2Ve)δB′B(gev′)B
′
A′(gev)
B
A (3.11)
where εv′v = 1 if v
′ = b(e) and v = f(e) otherwise εv′v = 0. Finally the Dirac determinant is represented as a sum
over all polymer contributions:
det 6D =
∑
z∈P
Rz (3.12)
For the massive Dirac fermion, the lattice of all the index points is V (K)× {1, 2, 3, 4}. And we not only need to
consider the polymer lines, but also need to consider the monomers iMj=(v,α) = im0
4Vv. For each polymer diagram
z ∈ P we have
Rz = (−1)Number of Polymer Loops
∏
l
iMl
∏
j,k
(−6Djk)
= (−1)Number of Polymer Loops
∏
(v,α)
(
im0
4Vv
) ∏
(v′,α′);(v,α)
(−1)εv′v(2Ve)[Gv′eγ0Gev]α′α (3.13)
And
det( 6D + iM) =
∑
z∈P
Rz (3.14)
3.2 ε-loop representation
Here we compute the Grassmann path integral in a more explicite manner. Because of the Grassmann variables, on
each edge the exponentiated fermion action has a 9-term expansion
eiSe =
[
1− ξ†b(e) 6Db(e),f(e)ξf(e) +
1
2
(
ξ†b(e) 6Db(e),f(e)ξf(e)
)2]
×[
1− ξ†f(e) 6Df(e),b(e)ξb(e) +
1
2
(
ξ†f(e) 6Df(e),b(e)ξb(e)
)2]
= 1− ξ†b(e) 6Db(e),f(e)ξf(e) − ξ†f(e) 6Df(e),b(e)ξb(e) +
(
ξ†b(e) 6Db(e),f(e)ξf(e)
)(
ξ†f(e) 6Df(e),b(e)ξb(e)
)
+
1
2
(
ξ†b(e) 6Db(e),f(e)ξf(e)
)2
+
1
2
(
ξ†f(e) 6Df(e),b(e)ξb(e)
)2
−1
2
(
ξ†b(e) 6Db(e),f(e)ξf(e)
)(
ξ†f(e) 6Df(e),b(e)ξb(e)
)2
− 1
2
(
ξ†f(e) 6Df(e),b(e)ξb(e)
)(
ξ†b(e) 6Db(e),f(e)ξf(e)
)2
+
1
4
(
ξ†b(e) 6Db(e),f(e)ξf(e)
)2 (
ξ†f(e) 6Df(e),b(e)ξb(e)
)2
(3.15)
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Given a Grassmann integration at a vertex v, it only affects the eiSe ’s with the e’s connecting to v. We have∫
d(ξv)
1d(ξ†v)1d(ξv)
2d(ξ†v)2
∏
e,b(e)=v
eiSe
∏
e′,f(e′)=v
eiSe′ (3.16)
We know that the only nonvanishing Grassmann integral is∫
dξdξ† ξA
′
ξB
′
ξAξB ≡
∫
dξ1d(ξ†)1dξ2d(ξ†)2 ξA
′
ξB
′
ξAξB = −εA′B′εAB (3.17)
Therefore there are a few examples for the possible contributions for the integral at each vertex v
Example 1. Consider two outgoing edges e1, e2 and two incoming edges e3, e4, v = b(e1) = b(e2) = f(e3) = f(e4),
we have a nonvanishing integral∫
dξvdξ
†
v
[
ξ
A′
v 6Dv,f(e1)A′AξAf(e1) ξ
B′
f(e2) 6Df(e2),vB′BξBv
] [
ξ
C′
b(e3) 6Db(e3),vC′CξCv ξvD
′ 6Dv,b(e4)D′DξDb(e4)
]
=
∫
dξvdξ
†
v ξ
A′
v ξ
B
v ξ
C
v ξ
D′
v
[
6Dv,f(e1)A′AξAf(e1) ξ
B′
f(e2) 6Df(e2),vB′B
] [
ξ
C′
b(e3) 6Db(e3),vC′C 6Dv,b(e4)D′DξDb(e4)
]
= −εA′D′εBC
[
6Dv,f(e1)A′AξAf(e1) ξ
B′
f(e2) 6Df(e2),vB′B
] [
ξ
C′
b(e3) 6Db(e3),vC′C 6Dv,b(e4)D′DξDb(e4)
]
= −
(
ξ
B′
f(e2)ξ
C′
b(e3) 6Df(e2),vB′B 6Db(e3),vC′CεBC
)(
εA
′D′ 6Dv,f(e1)A′A 6Dv,b(e4)D′DξAf(e1)ξDb(e4)
)
(3.18)
Insert in the matrix element of Dirac operator
6Db(e),f(e)A′A = 2Ve δB′B(geb(e))B
′
A′(gef(e))
B
A 6Df(e),b(e)A′A = −2Ve δB′B(gef(e))B
′
A′(geb(e))
B
A (3.19)
the above integral equals
= −16Ve1Ve2Ve3Ve4
[
ξ
B′
f(e2)ξ
C′
b(e3)ge2f(e2)
E′
B′ge3b(e3)
F ′
C′δE′EδF ′F ge2v
E
Bge3v
F
Cε
BC
]
×
[
εA
′D′ge1v
G′
A′ge4v
H′
D′δG′GδH′Hge1f(e1)
G
Age4b(e4)
H
Dξ
A
f(e1)
ξDb(e4)
]
(3.20)
Example 2. Consider two outgoing edges e1, e2, b(e1) = b(e2) = v, there is a nonvanishing integral∫
dξvdξ
†
v
1
2
[
ξv
A′ 6Dv,f(e1)A′AξAf(e1) ξvB
′ 6Dv,f(e1)B′BξBf(e1)
] [
ξf(e1)
C′ 6Df(e1),vC′CξCv ξf(e2)D
′ 6Df(e2),vD′DξDv
]
=
∫
dξvdξ
†
v
1
2
[
ξv
A′ξv
B′ 6Dv,f(e1)A′A 6Dv,f(e1)B′BξAf(e1)ξBf(e1)
] [
ξf(e1)
C′ξf(e2)
D′ 6Df(e1),vC′C 6Df(e2),vD′DξCv ξDv
]
= −1
2
[
εA
′B′ 6Dv,f(e1)A′A 6Dv,f(e1)B′BξAf(e1)ξBf(e1)
] [
ξf(e1)
C′ξf(e2)
D′ 6Df(e1),vC′C 6Df(e2),vD′DεCD
]
= −8V 3e1Ve2
[
εA
′B′(g†e1vge1f(e1))A′A(g
†
e1vge1f(e1))B′Bξ
A
f(e1)
ξBf(e1)
]
×
[
ξC
′
f(e1)
ξD
′
f(e2)
(g†e1f(e1)ge1v)C′C(g
†
e2f(e2)
ge2v)D′Dε
CD
]
= −8V 3e1Ve2
[
εABξ
A
f(e)ξ
B
f(e)
] [
ξC
′
f(e1)
ξD
′
f(e2)
(g†e1f(e1)ge1v)C′C(g
†
e2f(e2)
ge2v)D′Dε
CD
]
(3.21)
Example 3. Consider an outgoing edges e1, and an incoming edge e2, b(e1) = f(e2) = v, there is a nonvanishing
integral∫
dξvdξ
†
v
1
2
[
ξv
A′ 6Dv,f(e1)A′AξAf(e1) ξvB
′ 6Dv,f(e1)B′BξBf(e1)
] [
ξf(e1)
C′ 6Df(e1),vC′CξCv ξb(e2)D
′ 6Df(e2),vD′DξDv
]
= −1
2
[
εA
′B′ 6Dv,f(e1)A′A 6Dv,f(e1)B′BξAf(e1)ξBf(e1)
] [
ξf(e1)
C′ξf(e2)
D′ 6Df(e1),vC′C 6Db(e2),vD′DεCD
]
= −8V 3e1Ve2
[
εA
′B′(g†e1vge1f(e1))A′A(g
†
e1vge1f(e1))B′Bξ
A
f(e1)
ξBf(e1)
]
×(−1)
[
ξC
′
f(e1)
ξD
′
f(e2)
(g†e1f(e1)ge1v)C′C(g
†
e2b(e2)
ge2v)D′Dε
CD
]
= −8V 3e1Ve2
[
εABξ
A
f(e)ξ
B
f(e)
]
(−1)
[
ξC
′
f(e1)
ξD
′
f(e2)
(g†e1f(e1)ge1v)C′C(g
†
e2b(e2)
ge2v)D′Dε
CD
]
(3.22)
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Example 4. For each single outgoing edge e, v = b(e), we have the integral∫
dξvdξ
†
v
1
4
[
ξv
A′ 6Dv,f(e)A′AξAf(e) ξvB
′ 6Dv,f(e)B′BξBf(e)
] [
ξf(e)
C′ 6Df(e),vC′CξCv ξf(e)D
′ 6Df(e),vD′DξDv
]
= −4V 4e
[
εABξ
A
f(e)ξ
B
f(e)
] [
ξC
′
f(e)ξ
D′
f(e)εC′D′
]
(3.23)
Example 5. For each single incoming edge e, v = f(e), in the same way∫
dξvdξ
†
v
1
4
[
ξv
A′ 6Dv,b(e)A′AξAf(e) ξvB
′ 6Dv,b(e)B′BξBb(e)
] [
ξb(e)
C′ 6Db(e),vC′CξCv ξb(e)D
′ 6Db(e),vD′DξDv
]
= −4V 4e
[
εABξ
A
b(e)ξ
B
b(e)
] [
ξC
′
b(e)ξ
D′
b(e)εC′D′
]
(3.24)
All the contributions of the determinant det 6D can be obtained by the integrals for each vertex, similar to the
previous examples. And they can be represented graphically:
• We draw an arrow-line for each ξ†v 6Dv,v′ξ′v in Se and associate ξ† to its source and ξ to its target. The arrow-line
(Fig.2) represents 6Dv,v′A′A with A′ at its source and A at its target (however in the follow graphic representation
we often ignore the A′, A label for the arrow-line, in order to simplify the graph).
Figure 2. A fermion arrow-line.
• For each edge we represent Se by Fig.3, where we have a minus sign (−1) when orientation of a fermion arrow
line in Se coincides with the orientation of the corresponding edge e. The parallel double-arrows correspond to
the terms (ξ† 6Dξ)2 in the expression of Se Eq.(3.15).
Figure 3. All possible contributions from an edge, see Eq.(3.15) for the correspondence.
• We assign the weights to the arrows and double-arrows (Fig.4)
• We represent εAB (resp. εA′B′) by a contractors connecting two targets (resp. two sources) of two arrow-lines
(Fig.5). Note that the ε-contractors not only can contract the arrow-lines from different edges, but also can
contract the double-arrows from a single edge.
• Each vertex v ∈ V (K) must choose precisely two incoming and two outgoing fermion arrow-lines from the edges
connecting v. These fermion arrow-lines are contracted by two ε-contractors. There are 7 types of contractions
shown in Fig.6. Note that it requires precisely the same number of incoming and outgoing arrows because one
need precisely two ξ and two ξ to make the integral nonvanish.
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Figure 4. The weights for arrow and double-arrow.
Figure 5. A ε-contractor connects two sources or two targets.
Figure 6. The typical contractions for each vertex.
Type 1: Four fermion arrow-lines are from four different edges;
Type 2: Two arrow-lines are from two different edges, but a double arrow is from another single edge;
Type 3: A pair of opposite oriented arrows from a single edge, and two arrows from two different edges;
Type 4: Two pairs of opposite oriented arrows from two different edges;
Type 5: A double-arrow and a single arrow from a single edge, and another arrow from another edge;
Type 6: two double-arrows are from two different edges;
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Type 7: two double-arrows are from the same edge.
• The contraction at each vertex makes the arrow-lines form close loops. There are two type of loops, i.e. nontrivial
loops and trivial loops, see Fig.8. We call these loops the “ε-loops” because the neighboring edges have opposite
directions. Note that a double-arrow from a single edge only can form a trivial ε-loop by the above contraction
rule. And each ε-loop must contain even number of arrow-lines by construction.
Figure 7. A 4-gon nontrivial ε-loop and a trivial ε-loop.
• We denote a n-gon nontrivial ε-loop by Ln (n ≥ 2 is even) and a trivial ε-loop by T . Each trivial ε-loop
contributes
T = −2V 2e εABεAB = −4V 2e (3.25)
Let’s consider a non-trivial ε-loop, for example a 4-gon ε-loop with vertices v1, v2, v3, v4 (cyclic ordered) and v1
is a source node for two arrows
L4 =
∫
dξ†1dξ2dξ
†
3dξ4
(
ξA
′
1 6D12A′AξA2
)(
ξB
′
3 6D32B′BξB2
)(
ξC
′
3 6D34C′CξC4
)(
ξD
′
1 6D14D′DξD4
)
= εD
′A′ 6D12A′A(−εAB) 6D32B′BεB′C′ 6D34C′CεCD 6D14D′D
= (−1)16Ve1Ve2Ve3Ve4(−1)εL4 × εD
′A′
[
δE′E(ge1v1)
E′
A′(ge1v2)
E
A
]
εAB
[
δF ′F (ge2v3)
F ′
B′(ge2v2)
F
B
]
×
εB
′C′
[
δG′G(ge3v3)
G′
C′(ge3v4)
G
C
]
εCD
[
δH′H(ge4v1)
H′
D′(ge4v4)
H
D
]
= (−1)16Ve1Ve2Ve3Ve4(−1)εL4 tr
[
(ge4v1εg
t
e1v1)(ge1v2εg
t
e2v2)(ge2v3εg
t
e3v3)(ge3v4εg
t
e4v4)
]
(3.26)
where εLn is the number of arrows whose orientations coincide to the orientations of the associated edges.
Figure 8. A 4-gon nontrivial ε-loop.
Generalize it to n-gon ε-loop Ln (choose v1 to be a source node, vi, ei are cyclic ordered)
Ln = (−1)
n∏
i=1
2Vei(−1)εLn tr
[
(genv1εg
t
e1v1)(ge1v2εg
t
e2v2) · · · (gen−2vn−1εgten−1vn−1)(gen−1vnεgtenvn)
]
(3.27)
where ge,e′ is the SL(2,C) holonomy from the middle point τe to the middle point τe′ .
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• We draw all possible close ε-loop diagrams {ΓF } by using the possible edge contributions (Fig.3) and the
possible vertex contributions (Fig.6). For each ε-loop diagram, it consists a certain number of trivial ε-loops
T (i), i = 1, · · · , |TΓF |, and a certain number of nontrivial ε-loops Ln(i), i = 1, · · · , |LΓF |, where TΓF and LΓF
are respectively the sets of all trivial and nontrivial loops in ΓF . Therefore we can write the determinant of the
Dirac operator is a sum over all possible loop diagrams
det 6D =
∑
{ΓF }
|TΓF |∏
i=1
T (i)
|LΓF |∏
i=1
Ln(i) (3.28)
=
∑
{ΓF }
(−1)Number of Loops 4Number of Trivial Loops
∏
{→}
Ve ×
∏
{Nontrivial Loops}
(−1)εLn tr
[
(genv1εg
t
e1v1)(ge1v2εg
t
e2v2) · · · (gen−2vn−1εgten−1vn−1)(gen−1vnεgtenvn)
]
where {→} denote the set of all the arrows in the ε-loop diagram ΓF , so
∏
{→} Ve means the product of all the
Ve associated with the edges corresponding to all the arrows, and note that for an edge there can be two arrows.
One could follow the following two steps to construct each term in the sum Eq.(3.28)
Step 1. We first ignore all the trivial ε-loops. All nontrivial ε-loops can be constructed by using the first 4 terms of
Se in Fig.3 and the type 1-5 vertex contributions in Fig.6 (ignoring trivial loops). But one should make sure that
each vertex has 4 fermion arrows (2 incoming and 2 outgoing arrows) or has 2 fermion arrows (both incoming
or both outgoing).
Figure 9. A simple diagram with 2 nontrivial loops.
Step 2. We add trivial ε-loops such that all the vertex has precisely 4 fermion arrows, two of which are incoming and
two of which are outgoing.
4 Fermion Correlation Functions on Spin-foam
4.1 Computing Fermion n-point Functions
Now we consider the correlation functions of a massless Weyl fermion on spin-foam〈
ξ†v1 · · · ξ†vnξvn+1 · · · ξvn+m
〉
Spinfoam
:=
∑
jf ,ie
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
f
Af [jf ]GR
∏
v
Av[jf , ie, gve]GR · fγ,jf ,ie ×
∏
(v,e0)
δSL(2,C)(gve0)×
×
∫
Dµ[ξ, ξ†] ξ†v1 · · · ξ†vnξvn+1 · · · ξvn+m exp
(
iSF [K, jf , ie, gve, ξv]
)
(4.1)
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The Weyl fermion action reads
Se[ξb(e), ξf(e), gτeb(e), gτef(e)] = 2iVe
[
ξ†b(e)g
†
τeb(e)
gτef(e)ξf(e) − ξ†f(e)g†τef(e)gτeb(e)ξb(e)
]
iSF [ξv, gve] =
∑
e
iSe[ψb(e), ψf(e), gτeb(e), gτef(e)] = −
∑
v,v′
ξ†v 6Dv,v′ [jf , ie, gve]ξv (4.2)
where the Dirac operator has the following matrix element
6Db(e),f(e) = 2Ve g†τeb(e)gτef(e) 6Df(e),b(e) = −2Ve g
†
τef(e)
gτeb(e) (4.3)
We employ the standard textbook technique to evaluate the correlation functions. We define a generating functional
Z(K, η†, η)f :=
∑
jf ,ie
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
(v,e0)
δSL(2,C)(gve0)
∏
f
Af [jf ]GR
∏
v
Av[jf , ie, gve]GR · fγ,jf ,ie ×
×
∫
Dµ[ξ, ξ†] exp
(
−
∑
v,v′
ξ†v 6Dv,v′ [jf , ie, gve] ξv +
∑
v
η†vξv +
∑
v
ξ†vηv
)
=
∑
jf ,ie
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
(v,e0)
δSL(2,C)(gve0)
∏
f
Af [jf ]GR
∏
v
Av[jf , ie, gve]GR · fγ,jf ,ie ×
× det 6D[jf , ie, gve] exp
(∑
v,v′
η†v 6D−1v,v′ [jf , ie, gve] ηv
)
(4.4)
Then the correlation function is given by the functional derivative, e.g. the 2-point function (fermion propagator) is
given by
〈
ξv1ξ
†
v2
〉
Spinfoam
=
δ2
δηv2δη
†
v1
Z(K, η†, η)f
∣∣∣
η=η†=0
=
∑
jf ,ie
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
(v,e0)
δSL(2,C)(gve0)
∏
f
Af [jf ]GR
∏
v
Av[jf , ie, gve]GR · fγ,jf ,ie ×
× 6D−1v1,v2 [jf , ie, gve] det 6D[jf , ie, gve] (4.5)
A n-point correlation function is given by〈
ξv1 · · · ξvnξ†vn+1 · · · ξ†vn+m
〉
Spinfoam
= 0 if m 6= n〈
ξv1 · · · ξvnξ†vn+1 · · · ξ†v2n
〉
Spinfoam
=
∑
σ
(−1)σ δ
2
δηvn+σ(1)δη
†
v1
· · · δ
2
δηvn+σ(n)δη
†
v1
Z(K, η†, η)f
∣∣∣
η=η†=0
=
∑
jf ,ie
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
(v,e0)
δSL(2,C)(gve0)
∏
f
Af [jf ]GR
∏
v
Av[jf , ie, gve]GR · fγ,jf ,ie ×
× det 6D[jf , ie, gve]
∑
σ
(−1)σ 6D−1v1,vn+σ(1) [jf , ie, gve] · · · 6D−1vn,vn+σ(n) [jf , ie, gve] (4.6)
where σ denotes the permutation (1, 2, · · · , n) 7→ (σ(1), σ(2), · · · , σ(n)). The above result shows that the fermion
correlation function on spin-foams is given by the sum over (disconnected) Feynman diagrams (for free fermion field,
because here we only consider the interaction between fermions and gravity)
det 6D[jf , ie, gve]
∑
σ
(−1)σ 6D−1v1,vn+σ(1) [jf , ie, gve] · · · 6D−1vn,vn+σ(n) [jf , ie, gve] (4.7)
on the spin-foam, and the amplitude given by the Feynman diagram depends on the gravitational degree of freedom
jf , ie, gve, which should also be summed over in the spin-foam model. This result is quite similar to the idea in the
earlier work [13] about coupling matter Feynman diagrams in spin-foam models.
The Dirac determinant in Eq.(4.6) has been studied in the previous section. So we are going to find an expression
for the inverse of the spin-foam Dirac operator 6D−1v1,v2 [jf , ie, gve]. Here we put in a small regulator ε > 0 and consider
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the inverse matrix10 (6D+ε)−1. Since the spin-foam Dirac operator 6D is anti-Hermitian, the spectrum of operator 6D+ε
lies in the right-half complex plane, thus e−t(6D+ε) t ∈ [0,∞) gives a contraction semigroup on a finite-dimensional
vector space (with the usual norm). Then we have the following strong operator-equation as a consequence of the
Hille-Yosida theorem [33]:
(6D + ε)−1 =
∫ ∞
0
dL e−( 6D+ε)L (4.9)
which is also known as Schwinger’s proper time representation in physics literatures. Given two vertices v, v′
( 6D + ε)−1v,v′ =
∫ ∞
0
dL e−εL
[
e−6DL
]
v,v′
=
∫ ∞
0
dL e−εL
∑
Pathv→v′
(−1)k
k!
Lk 6Dv,v1 6Dv1,v2 · · · 6Dvk−1,v′
=
∫ ∞
0
dL e−εL
∑
Pathv→v′
(−1)k
k!
Lk
k∏
i=1
(2Vei)
(
g†e1vge1v1
)(
g†e2v1ge2v2
)
· · ·
(
g†ekvk−1gekv′
)
(−1)Op (4.10)
where 6D is nonvanishing only when v, v′ are neighboring vertices, ∑Pathv→v′ denotes the sum over all the oriented
paths from v to v′ along the edges of the 2-complex K, and the number Op denote the number of edges on the path,
whose orientation are opposite to the path.
For a Dirac fermion the regulator ε should be replaced by iMv,v′ + ε = iδv,v′
4Vvm0 + ε where 4Vv is the volume
of a 4-simplex at v and m0 is the fermion (bare) mass, in this case the inverse Dirac operator
( 6D + iM + ε)−1v,v′ =
∫ ∞
0
dL e−(iM+ε)L ×
∑
Pathv→v′
(−1)k
k!
Lk
k∏
i=1
(2Vei)
(
Gve1γ
0Ge1v1
)(
Gv1e2γ
0Ge2v2
)
· · ·
(
Gvk−1ekγ
0Gekv′
)
(−1)Op(4.11)
4.2 World-line representation
There is another representation of ( 6D + ε)−1v,v′ in terms of an discretized world-line action11, which is physically
interesting. This representation is obtained by discretizing the exponential e−6DL
(6D + ε)−1v,v′ =
∫ ∞
0
dL e−εL
[
e−6D
L
n ·n
]
v,v′
=
∫ ∞
0
dL e−εL
∑
Pathn
v→v′
[
e−
L
n 6D
]
v,v1
[
e−
L
n 6D
]
v1,v2
· · ·
[
e−
L
n 6D
]
vn−1,v′
(4.12)
In case the number of vertices of K goes to be large
=
∫ ∞
0
dL e−εL lim
n→∞
∑
Pathn
v→v′
[
1− L
n
6D
]
v,v1
[
1− L
n
6D
]
v1,v2
· · ·
[
1− L
n
6D
]
vn−1,v′
=
∫ ∞
0
dL e−εL lim
n→∞
∑
Pathn
v→v′
[
δv,v1 − 2ζe1v,v1Ve1
L
n
g†e1vge1v1
][
δv1,v2 − 2ζe2v1,v2Ve2
L
n
g†e2v1ge2v2
]
· · ·
· · ·
[
δvn−1,v′ − 2ζenvn−1,v′Ven
L
n
g†envn−1genv′
]
(4.13)
10In case 6D−1 exists, limε→0(6D + ε)−1 = 6D−1. Even in the case that 6D−1 doesn’t exist, recall the Feynman propagator
i
i /∂ −m+ iε =
i
/p−m+ iε (4.8)
We see that the regulator ε corresponds to a Feynman regulator for the free quantum field.
11On Minkowski spacetime, the discussion of the world-line representation of bosonic propagator often can be found in string theory
textbooks, e.g. [34]. For the fermionic propagator on Minkowski spacetime, the discussion of world-line representation can be found in e.g.
[35] and the reference therein.
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where Pathnv→v′ denotes the set of paths passing through n− 1 vertices except v and v′, ζev,v′ = 1 if the orientation of
e coincide with
−−−→
(v, v′) and ζev,v′ = −1 otherwise. We make a change of variable L 7→ L`4p to make L has a dimension of
length/time
=
1
`4p
∫ ∞
0
dL e
− ε
`4p
L
lim
n→∞
∑
Pathn
v→v′
[
δv,v1 − ζe1v,v1
2Ve1
`3p
l1
`p
g†e1vge1v1
][
δv1,v2 − ζe2v1,v2
2Ve2
`3p
l2
`p
g†e2v1ge2v2
]
· · ·
· · ·
[
δvn−1,v′ − ζenvn−1,v′
2Ven
`3p
ln
`p
g†envn−1genv′
]
(4.14)
where l1 + l2 + · · ·+ ln = L. Recall that
g†evgev′ = nI(e)σ
I = nα(e)σ
α(e) (4.15)
where nα(e) is the normalized tangent vector along the edge e at the begin point b(e), then ζev,v′n
α(e) ≡ nα(e) is the
normalized tangent vector along the edge
−−−→
(v, v′) at b(e). Therefore in the limit n→∞
( 6D + ε)−1v,v′ =
1
`4p
∫ ∞
0
dL e
− ε
`4p
L ∑
γ∈Pathv→v′
P exp
[
− 2
`4p
∫ L
0
dl nα
(
γ(l)
)
σα
(
γ(l)
)
V
(
γ(l)
)]
(4.16)
where nα(γ(l)) is the normalized tangent vector along the path γ(l), V (γ(l)) is the 3-volume of the tetrahedron τ(l)
at γ(l). We then make a change of variable and define t = l/L
( 6D + ε)−1v,v′ =
1
`4p
∫ ∞
0
dL e
− ε
`4p
L ∑
γ∈Pathv→v′
P exp
[
− 2
`4p
∫ 1
0
dt L nα
(
γ(t)
)
σα
(
γ(t)
)
V
(
γ(t)
)]
(4.17)
This expression can be written as a gauge-fixed path integral (nα(t) = nα(γ(t)), σα(t) = σα(γ(t)))
=
1
`4p
∫ ∞
0
dL
∫
[De(t)]
∫ γ(1)=v′
γ(0)=v
[Dγ(t)]
∏
t∈[0,1]
δ(e(t)− L) e−
ε
`4p
∫ 1
0
dt e(t)Pe−
2
`4p
∫ 1
0
dt e(t)nα(t)σ
α(t)V (t)
(4.18)
where
∫ γ(1)=v′
γ(0)=v
[Dγ(t)] =
∑
Pathv→v′
is nothing but a counting measure. If we define a world-line action (matrix)12
SW [e, γ, jf , ie, gve] =
2
`4p
∫ 1
0
dt
[
e(t)nα(t)σ
α(t)V (t) +
1
2
ε e(t)
]
(4.20)
and consider e(t) as a world-line metric. Then the inverse spin-foam Dirac operator is a discretized path integral of
this world-line action on the spin-foam background
(6D + ε)−1v,v′ =
1
`4p
∫ ∞
0
dL
∫
[De(t)]
∫ γ(1)=v′
γ(0)=v
[Dγ(t)]
∏
t∈[0,1]
δ(e(t)− L) Pe−SW [e,γ,jf ,ie,gve] (4.21)
Obviously,
∏
t∈[0,1] δ(e(t)− L) is a gauge-fixing for the world-line reparametrization invariance, and the parameter L
is a world-line Teichmu¨ller parameter, which is a gauge fixing left-over.
For Dirac fermion, the fermion world-line action reads
SD[e, γ, jf , ie, gve] =
2
`4p
∫ 1
0
dt
[
e(t)nα(t)γ
α(t)V (t) +
1
2
(
im0
4V(t) + ε) e(t)] (4.22)
where the discretized version of nα(t)γ
α(t) is ζev,v′Gveγ
0Gev′ . Then the inverse spin-foam Dirac operator is a discretized
version of world-line path integral
(6D + iM + ε)−1v,v′ =
1
`4p
∫ ∞
0
dL
∫
[De(t)]
∫ γ(1)=v′
γ(0)=v
[Dγ(t)]
∏
t∈[0,1]
δ(e(t)− L) Pe−SD[e,γ,jf ,ie,gve]. (4.23)
12Actually it can also be considered as a “world-tube”action because of the 3-volume V (t) i.e.
SW =
2
`4p
∫ 1
0
dt e(t)
∫
τ(t)
d3x
√
det q
[
nα(t)σ
α(t) +
1
2
ε′
]
(4.19)
where we redefine the regulator ε′ such that ε = ε′V (t).
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5 Conclusion and Discussion
We have defined and discussed the fermion quantum field coupled with spin-foam quantum gravity, we have defined
and explored the properties of the fermion correlation functions on spin-foams, where we have shown there is a spin-
foam analog of PCT symmetry for spin-foam fermions. The concrete evaluation of the fermion correlations function
has also been performed, and the main building blocks, the Dirac determinant and the inverse Dirac operator, has
been computed. We have shown that the spin-foam fermion correlation functions can be represented as the Feynman
diagrams of fermion world-lines imbedded in the spin-foam amplitudes. In this article we have considered only the
interaction between fermions and gravity, so the Feynman diagram imbedded in the spin-foams are factorized into
disconnected propagators. We expect that even for interacting matter quantum fields, a similar structure holds, i.e.
the matter field correlation functions could be represented (at least perturbatively) by Feynman diagrams of the
interacting fields imbedded in the spin-foam amplitudes.
In closing, we present a remark about the species doubling problem for lattice fermions. The spin-foam fermions
are defined with a discrete setting, similar to the fermions in lattice field theory. It is well-known that the formal
discretization of the fermion action on a lattice suffers the problem of species doubling (see any textbook on lattice
field theory e.g. [32], see also [36]), while the problem is resolved when the discretized Dirac operator satisfies the
Ginsparg-Wilson relation. Such a Dirac operator can be constructed from the formal discretization in an overlap
formulation (overlap fermions) by Neuberger [37], which gives an exact chiral symmetry and anomaly calculation
(see [36] for a summary). The overlap fermions can also be defined on a curved lattice in the presence of external
gravitational field [38], where the chiral symmetry and anomaly calculation are reproduced correctly. Because of these
results, one might consider if the overlap formulation should be employed to define the spin-foam fermion, instead of
the formal discretization used in the present work. First of all such an idea could be realized straight-forwardly in
the formulation of overlap fermion, following the technique for example in [38]. However the overlap formulation (and
Ginsparg-Wilson relation) make correction for the formal discretized Dirac operator by additional terms proportional
(and higher order of) the lattice spacing a, which is a semiclassical concept in the context of spin-foam model. Thus
it seems to us that it is unnatural to implement those corrections fundamentally. But it would be interesting to see if
those corrections can emerge from some certain semiclassical approximations of spin-foam model. It is not hopeless
in our opinion for the following reasons: the summing over all the geometries in the spin-foam model make it hopeful
that the fermion doublers are canceled in a similar way to those on a flat random lattice. Some evidences for this have
been shown in the context of fermion on Regge gravity [25], where the fermion propagator are computed numerically
and display excellent agreement with the continuum field theory.
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